The Earth’s magnetopause as a source and sink for equatorial nightside energetic charged particles
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Abstract. The Imaging Proton Spectrometer (IPS) and the Imaging Electron Spectrometer (IES) on the Polar satellite have measured temporary deviations in the isotropy of the pitch angle distributions (PADs) of charged particles in the inner magnetosphere. As Polar passes through the nightside equatorial region, the IPS and IES observe dropouts of charged particles with pitch angles near 90°, known as butterfly distributions caused by the shadowing of the magnetopause. Additionally, Polar observes a lower energy (\(<60\) keV) intensification of locally mirroring ions while simultaneously detecting butterfly PADs in both higher energy ions and electrons. While it is accepted that charged particles can be lost to the magnetopause due to shadowing effects, the modeling here can suggest that the magnetopause can also be a direct source for particles observed in magnetosphere, with a strong dependence upon both pitch angle and particle energy.
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1 Introduction

The butterfly pitch angle distribution (PAD) was first described by West (1966) with observations of Soviet nuclear testing in the upper atmosphere on 28 October 1962. These PADs are characterized by a decrease in the flux of particles with pitch angles near 90°. This minimum, along with the additional field-aligned minima created by the loss cone, will form a butterfly shaped distribution. Later reports of naturally occurring butterfly PADs in populations of both electrons and protons were made by Serlemitsos (1966), Pfitzer et al. (1969), Bogott and Mozer (1971), West et al. (1973), West and Buck (1974), Kaye et al. (1978), and Fritz et al. (2003) among others.

Using the Comprehensive Energetic Particle and Pitch Angle Distribution (CEPPAD) instrument package on the Polar satellite (Blake et al., 1995), the characteristics of the PADs of energetic ions and electrons are compared for two specific events. The butterfly shaped PAD, indicating a deficiency of locally mirroring charged particles are commonly observed as Polar passes through the equatorial region of the inner magnetosphere. The orbital dynamics of the satellite have allowed for the observation of a large portion of the radiation belt region. Over a period of about six years, the satellite’s apogee precessed from the northern pole to the equator. This corresponds to equatorial crossings from inside 3\(R_E\) to outside 9\(R_E\) at all local times. Many mechanisms have been proposed as the cause of the butterfly PAD, and through the modeling of ions and electrons, it can be supported that shadowing by the magnetopause can be at least one of the methods by which both 90° pitch angle electrons and ions are lost from the equatorial zone (West et al., 1973), and as reported herein, the magnetopause is a source for ions of lower energy (\(<60\) keV) as well.

The compression of the earth’s magnetic field due to contact with the solar wind leads to asymmetries in the geometry of the geomagnetic field with a dependence upon magnetic local time. For a given latitude and radial distance, the dayside magnetopause, having been compressed by the dynamic pressure of the solar wind has higher field strengths than the nightside magnetosphere at a given radial distance. This deviation from a perfect magnetic dipole forces charged particles to drift in non-circular drift-paths. For equatorially mirroring particles, the conservation of the first adiabatic invariant will constrain these particles to paths of constant magnetic field strength. Consequently, particles will move radially outward as they drift from the nightside to dayside. Closer toward the earth, electrons and protons can remain...
stably trapped, as the dayside extension is not great enough to allow the particles to contact the magnetopause. Outside of this region, the drift paths may extend enough to allow these pseudo-trapped or quasi-trapped particles to scatter on the magnetopause. (Roederer, 1967, 1970) These regions are represented by Fig. 1.

The limit of stable trapping can exist in the region that will be discussed, near local midnight and with a radial distance between $6 R_E$ and $9 R_E$. Polar observes butterfly distributions both well inside and well outside this boundary. Outside of the surface that is created by the boundary of stable trapping, electrons and ions exist with a specific pitch angle in which the drift paths will no longer be closed around the earth, but extend into the magnetopause and will be subject to scattering processes that will scatter the particles away from their initial drift shell (Roederer, 1970). In this region of quasi-trapping, charged particles with pitch angles near $90^\circ$ cannot orbit the earth in stable drift paths, but more field-aligned particles, which are not as affected by drift shell splitting, may remain in stable drift paths. It can be shown through particle modeling that the outer regions of Polar’s observations of the nightside equatorial plane are subject to the differential drift paths created in the quasi-trapping region.

Plasma entry into the magnetopause has been simulated with magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models (e.g., Walker et al., 2001). MHD simulations have also been used to study solar energetic particle entry during storms (Richard et al., 2009) and plasma sheet particles propagating to the high-latitude inner magnetosphere (Ashour-Abdalla et al., 2005). The modeling runs presented here are an effort to source nightside equatorially mirroring particles near geostationary distances observed by Polar. This is done by using a fully three-dimensional particle tracer in simulated magnetic and electric fields.

Fig. 1. Typical boundaries in the magnetosphere for trapped (green), quasi-trapped (blue), and untrapped (red) particles. (a) The equatorial plane with ion drift paths shown by dashed lines. (b) Noon-midnight plane (adapted from Roederer, 1970).

2 Instrumentation

Energetic ion detection onboard the Polar spacecraft is completed through the Imaging Proton Spectrometer (IPS). The instrument consists of nine sensors that rotate azimuthally with the spin axis of the satellite. In total, the instrument can detect ions with a $180^\circ$ polar $\times \sim 12^\circ$ azimuthal field of view. In a 96 s integrated observation, IPS detects a full sky image at sixteen different energy bands with central energies ranging from 15.6 keV up to 1.51 MeV. The magnetic field direction, as measured onboard the Polar satellite (Russell et al., 1995), can then be used to determine the pitch angles of the protons detected by IPS. In a similar manner, the Imaging Electron Spectrometer (IES) can detect electrons with energies ranging from 20 keV to 400 keV, with a $180^\circ$ polar $\times \sim 20^\circ$ azimuthal field of view.

3 Presence of butterfly PADs in the nightside magnetosphere

The butterfly PAD is a nearly permanent feature of certain regions of the magnetosphere. Polar was launched in 1996 with a $1.8 R_E$ perigee and a $9 R_E$ apogee over the northern pole, which then precessed southward, pushing the equatorial crossings further away from the earth. Over the next six years, Polar crossed the equatorial plane at radial distances between $3 R_E$ and $9 R_E$. From the years 1999 through 2002, the pitch angle distributions were studied for 384 equatorial crossings in the nightside of the magnetosphere. The local time ranged from 21 h through midnight and on to 3 h. The survey was conducted for the months of August, September, and October for each year, as these were the months that the orbital apogee was near local midnight. The presence of the butterfly PAD increased in frequency outside of $5 R_E$. For example, in between $5.5 R_E$ and $9.5 R_E$, a butterfly PAD was observed in more than 85% of the equatorial crossings. The frequency of occurrence of the butterfly PAD is shown in Table 1 for the equatorial range of Polar in $0.5 R_E$ bins.

4 A closer look at PADs from two equatorial crossings

Pitch angle distributions are shown as functions of time for two specific days: 26 October 1999 and 12 September 2000. These days were chosen to demonstrate certain characteristics that are commonly observed by the IES and IPS on Polar. The features in the data that will be discussed on these two days are generally not unique, but were chosen for their clarity.

For the following two events, the apogee of the orbit was near local midnight. For both events, the satellite passed through the magnetic equatorial plane at a radial distance between $6 R_E$ and $7 R_E$, as it was moving along an outbound path, from the Southern to the Northern Hemisphere. Figure 2 demonstrates a typical path through the noon-midnight
Table 1. The frequency of Butterfly PADs is characterized by separating all of the crossing statistics into $0.5R_E$ bins and calculating the occurrence statistics as a function of radial distance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radial distance ($R_E$)</th>
<th>Number of occurrences within each $0.5R_E$ bin with center at radial distance ($R_E$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterfly</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No butterfly</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total crossings</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterfly occurrence (%)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Typical orbit for Polar in the fall of 1999. The satellite moves outward through the zone of typical butterfly PADs.

Electron butterfly PADs were observed by the IES across all available energy channels as Polar crossed the nightside magnetic equatorial equator as displayed in Fig. 3. Additionally, the timing of the onset of the butterfly PADs, as well as the ratio of the peak flux in the PAD to that at the minimum at $90^\circ$ are observed to remain approximately constant throughout the energy range of the IES.

Figure 4 displays the pitch angle distributions of energetic ions as observed by Polar as a function of time from 11:30 UT until 14:30 UT. In all, sixteen energy channels are displayed with the title of each indicating the central energy of the channel. There is contamination from the sun that is observed in the lowest energy channel occurring with pitch angles under $20^\circ$.

For ions with energies between 70keV and 439keV, the pitch angle plots from IPS indicate a pronounced butterfly PAD when Polar was near the nightside magnetic equatorial plane from 12:30 UT until 13:30 UT. The specific onset and duration of the butterfly PAD is dependent upon the observed energy channel. In general, the butterfly shape is observed in the PAD first in the more energetic channels. In orbital space, this earlier onset corresponds to a slightly lower L-shell, as the spacecraft was outbound during this period. As the energies of the ion channels increase, the ratio of the maximum flux (usually at pitch angles near $40^\circ$ and $140^\circ$) to the locally mirroring minimum becomes less pronounced. For the highest three energy channels, the incident fluxes are low enough such that butterfly PADs cannot be accurately determined.

Pancake PADs are also observed in addition to the butterfly PADs at the same time, but the pancake PADs occur only at lower energy levels. The lowest four energy channels have a PAD that is peaked at $90^\circ$, while the 51keV channel simultaneously shows both butterfly and pancake PAD components from 13:20 UT until 13:30 UT. This can indicate two distinct populations that co-exist in the the nightside magnetic equatorial region. Here, less energetic ions are dominated by a pancake PAD with a maximum flux for $90^\circ$ pitch angle ions. In the more energetic channels of the IPS instrument, the opposite occurs where more field aligned ions have the dominant fluxes.

4.2 12 September 2000

Like the electrons observed in the 26 October event, Fig. 5 shows that IES detects butterfly PADs across the instrument’s entire energy range, with the $90^\circ$ dropout occurring at almost identical times and relative intensities. This is a behavior that is not observed with the IPS detection of the protons.

Figure 6 displays the pitch angles of energetic ions as observed by Polar as a function of time from 05:00 UT until 07:00 UT. In all, sixteen energy channels are displayed with the title of each indicating the central energy of the channel. Like the 26 October event, IPS measures simultaneous high energy butterfly and low energy pancake PADs.

Also similarly, there is a $90^\circ$ pitch angle peak that is nested within a butterfly PAD in the 38keV channel between approximately 06:00 UT and 06:30 UT. The plots also show that when these sources with peaks at pitch angles of $90^\circ$ appear in the lower energy channels, they have a V-shape in the plots. In a temporal sense, they are first observed by the...
satellite at 90° and expand to more field aligned pitch angles as time progresses. In a spatial sense, the satellite observes the 90° pitch angle particles closer to the earth than particles of other pitch angles, as it is on an outbound orbit as shown in Fig. 2.
5 Modeling charged particles in magnetosphere

A particle’s motion in the magnetosphere can be concisely described by the Lorentz force,

$$\mathbf{F} = m \frac{d\mathbf{v}}{dt} = q(\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{v} \times \mathbf{B}),$$

for a particle with mass $m$, charge $q$, and velocity $\mathbf{v}$ existing in an electric field $\mathbf{E}$ and magnetic field $\mathbf{B}$. In a simple dipole magnetic field, electrons or ions will exhibit well-behaved motions of gyration, bounce, and drift. When a charged particle is modeled in a realistic magnetosphere, this relatively simple equation can produce complex orbital paths. If the
conservation of the adiabatic invariants is assumed, then the motion can still be accurately predicted through a combination of simple forces. It frequently occurs however, that a charged particle outside of geostationary orbit will drift in a region of stretched and distorted magnetic field geometry. At this point, even the first adiabatic invariant cannot be
assumed to be conserved and a modeler is left with only the Lorentz force, a differential equation which must be solved numerically.

For all of the simulations presented herein, the differential equation from the Lorentz force was fully relativistic and numerically solved using a stepsize of one percent of the gyro orbit. For each step, the velocity of the particle was numerically calculated. Using the velocity vector and the time step, the particle was then translated to a new location. The process was then repeated until the simulation was finished.

A code for tracing particles through a magnetosphere was created for IDL that allows for 3-dimensional particle tracing without the use of the guiding center approximation. This is important as the stretched magnetic field topology is not always ideal for the use of a guiding center approximation. Given a particle’s initial mass, charge, energy, location, pitch

Fig. 6. Ion pitch angle intensities plotted as a function of time for sixteen different energy levels. Observations are from 05:00 UT until 07:00 UT on 12 September 2000. The energies given to the left of each plot represent the nominal energy thresholds for each channel.
angle, and gyrophase, the tracer can simulate the temporal progression of the particle in the magnetosphere. By default the step size of the trace is one percent of the gyro-orbit and a sixth order Runge-Kutta method is used to numerically solve the differential equation. However, both of these can be modified to expedite the computation process. Using the Tsyganenko TS05 magnetic field model (Tsyganenko, 1995; Tsyganenko and Sitnov, 2005) and the Volland-Stern electric field model (Stern, 1975; Volland, 1978) to simulate the magnetosphere, a fairly realistic model can be created to trace the drift, bounce, and gyration of charged particles at varying energies, charges, pitch angles, and masses.

5.1 The Volland-Stern Electric field model

The Volland-Stern Electric field Model is a combination of the corotation electric potential and the dawn-to-dusk convection potential. The intensity of the electric potential \( \phi \), is empirically fitted to scale with the \( K_p \) index. For any point in space, the electric field \( \mathbf{E} \) can be found through calculating the gradient of the surrounding electric potential such that, \( \mathbf{E} = -\nabla \phi \). Although the model does not incorporate a magnetopause, one may be inferred when the model is used in conjunction with the TS05 model. And it is this electric field that is put into the Lorentz force to yield an overall force vector. The model only yields equatorial electric potentials. For locations off of the equator, an approximation must be used. The magnetic field line is traced to the equator and it is this equatorial electric potential that is transposed to the new point keeping the parallel components of the electric field at zero.

5.2 The Tsyganenko-Sitnov 2005 magnetic field model

This magnetic field model is semi-empirically based by fitting parameters to numerous satellite data sets. The input parameters are solar wind (SW) dynamic pressure, the Dst index, as well as the y- and z-components of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). The model will also determine the location of the earth’s dipole axis given the time and date. This model will return a full three-dimensional magnetic field vector at any point in the earth’s magnetosphere.

6 Single particle motion modeled in a simulated magnetosphere

Using the aforementioned models, we can trace particles to determine where they will go, which may be used to...
determine stability, or from where they came, used to determine a particle’s origins. Energetic ions were simulated to progress along their bounce and drift paths forward in time to determine if the particles observed by the IPS sensor can drift around the earth on closed paths. Ions were simulated at 30°, 60°, and 90° initial pitch angles with energies of 26.2 keV and 327 keV for the 26 October 1999 observations. These energies correspond to the energies of channels toward the low and high ends of the IPS instrument. The particles were traced so that a full drift path could be completed, if possible. All of the following tracing were made in a magnetosphere modeled at 13:27 UT, which is the approximate time of the strongest low energy intensification observed by IPS that day. The input parameters for the models at this time are as follows: $n_{sw} = 4.85 \text{cm}^{-3}$, $v_{sw} = 473 \text{km s}^{-1}$, $D_M = -33$, $B_y (\text{IMF}) = 2.81 \text{nT}$, $B_z (\text{IMF}) = -3.73 \text{nT}$, and $K_p = 3$. A one minute resolution time time history of the IMF and solar wind plasma data along with the AE index from 07:00 until 14:00 UT can be seen in Fig. 7.

Figures 8 and 9 represent traces of ions that originate at Polar’s location at 13:27 UT, which in GSM coordinates is: $x = -6.17 R_E$, $y = 1.85 R_E$, and $z = -0.34 R_E$. The 327 keV figure suggests that the drift paths are closed and stable for all pitch angles, while the 26.2 keV plot indicates that the drift orbits are stable for 30° and 60° pitch angles, but the 90° particle is not stably trapped.

If the 26.2 keV ions with a 90° pitch angle are not stably trapped, it is important to determine where these intensifications observed by Polar originate. A starting location
was first determined to be near the dawn flank of the magnetopause \((x = 1.2 R_E, y = -11.0 R_E, \text{ and } z = 1.3 R_E)\), and then a 15 keV ion was modeled forward in time and the path is shown in Fig. 10 with the orbit of Polar during the low energy intensification from 13:00 UT until 13:36 UT on 26 October 1999. This path is indicated by the blue line. As the ion drifts to a location near the position of Polar, it moves radially inward an is energized to an energy of 30 keV. So the intensification of lower energy 90° pitch angle particles that is measured by Polar in the nightside equatorial region can originate from the dawn side flank, allowing the magnetopause to be the source of these particles.

As shown before, the 300keV ion in the vicinity of Polar is on a stably trapped orbit. If there is a flank source, the fact that Polar only observes a low energy intensifications cannot be an indication of the energy spectrum of the source itself. Figure 10 also shows a 300keV ion that started at the same dawn source location as the 15keV ion. It drifts across the nightside, but at a larger radial distance. As the energizing effect of the electric field is diminished for this higher energy particle, it cannot penetrate as far inward as the 15keV ion. It is believed that the inconsistent bounce motion of this 300keV ion is not a modeling defect, but a consequence of the first invariant violation which is due to large gyro radii in a highly stretched nightside magnetic field.

7 A source population

The particle trajectories in Fig. 10 show that the equatorially mirroring ions observed by Polar in the less energetic channels can be traced back to the dawn flank of the magnetosphere. The particular entry point of these ions into the flank is subject to fine variations in both the particle’s energy and electric field strength. Figure 11 shows two ions traced backward in time with a starting location that is at Polar’s position in the nightside at 13:27 UT, using the same 26 October 1999 input conditions. The particles have initial nightside energies of 30 and 31 keV. Despite the nominal energy difference of only 1 keV, the modeled origins of each particle are noticeably different. The more energetic particle display’s a trapped drift shell that moves into an off-equatorial bounce into the Northern Hemisphere on the dayside, while the less energetic particle originates from the dawn flank. The differences in these drift paths arise from the fact that the \( E \times B \) drift is independent of energy, and the gradient-\( B \) drift is not. The more energetic 31 keV ion has a gradient-\( B \) drift force that is strong enough to keep its drift shell closed around the dawn terminator, while the 30 keV ion cannot be on a closed drift shell.

Such sensitivity to small deviations in the electric field models or particle energies limits the ability to pinpoint exact...
locations along the magnetopause from where these particles are originating. As long as small errors exist in the magnetic and electric field models, it may be difficult or impossible to do this using a Lorentz force particle tracing technique. However, the important idea to keep in mind is that these particles are coming from the dawnside flank near the magnetopause. Because of this conclusion, a population of ions that is introduced along the dawnside can couple into the magnetosphere and be transported to the nightside.

The ion pitch angles presented in Figs. 4 and 6 both show ion intensifications that occur in the lower energy ranges. When the IPS detects an intensification, the ions with a pitch angle of 90° are measured first, with more field aligned particles detected afterward. This process can be seen in the 28keV channel on the 26 October event beginning approximately at 12:18 UT and on the 20keV channel on the 12 September event beginning approximately at 05:12 UT.

If an isotropic population is introduced into the magnetosphere along the dawnside magnetopause, it would drift westward to the nightside. As a consequence of drift shell splitting, the original 90° ions would drift to the nightside with the closest distance to the earth. The more field-aligned that the particle was in the initial location the more distant it will be when drifting around the nightside.

In both of these observations, the Polar spacecraft is moving along an outbound trajectory in the nightside equatorial region, as shown in Fig. 2. The earlier observations of the 90° pitch angle ions corresponds to a lower L-shell value than when the more field aligned particles are observed. This pattern is indicative of an isotropic source on the dayside.

8 Ion energy spectra

During the butterfly PAD observed by Polar on 12 September 2000, there is an additional population with a peak intensity at a 90° pitch angle. Using the sixteen available energy channels on the IPS, it is possible to create energy spectra from the ion measurements. Figure 12 shows the observed ion spectra for populations with 30° and 90° pitch angles. The particles intensities were averaged over a half hour time interval from 05:48 UT until 06:18 UT.

The ions with 30° and 90° pitch angles are shown to be distinct populations with their own spectra, with the 90° pitch angle particles dominating at low energies, but falling off more quickly than the 30° pitch angle ions. It may then be concluded that the appearance of locally mirroring particles that are observed by Polar under 60keV are a population distinct from the butterfly distribution commonly observed in the nightside equatorial region.

9 Conclusions

Butterfly PADs are exemplified in the electrons at all energies measured by the IES with high frequencies of occurrence in the nightside equatorial zone outside of 5.5$R_E$. Similarly, the onset time and duration of the butterfly PAD are not dependent on the energy for the two specific cases presented here.

The ions, however, demonstrate an energy dependent bifurcation in the observed PADs. Above energies of $\sim$60keV, butterfly PADs exist in the ion population that are similar to those observed in the electrons. A higher energy level corresponds to an earlier detection of the onset of the butterfly PAD. For ions with energies below $\sim$60keV, there appears to be a source centered upon a pitch angle of 90°. These source particles are on the same gradient drift paths as the electrons and higher energy ions, which have been modeled backward in time to show they contacted the magnetopause.

Where the magnetic field is still dipolar, which is usually inside a radial distance of 8$R_E$, the electric field has a decreasing impact on charged particles with higher energies.
This allows for populations observed at a particular time and location with different energies to have varying origins.

Additionally, with the development of this model, it has been possible to determine the origin of energetic ions observed by the Polar satellite as functions of both pitch angle and location. The magnetopause can act simultaneously as a sink for high energy ions and electrons with pitch angles near 90° via magnetopause shadowing, and as a source for ions with pitch angles near 90° below ~60 keV. This source population seems to be composed of a series of intensifications where the 90° pitch angle ions are observed first followed progressively later by off equatorially mirroring particles.
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